Tiger Tunes 2011, Part 1

Ouachita Student Foundation

Ouachita Baptist University
THE OUACHITA STUDENT FOUNDATION PROUDLY PRESENTS

TIGER TUNES 2011
Welcome to Tiger Tunes.

As Ouachita celebrates our 125th anniversary this year, we come together to enjoy the cornerstone event of fall for the last three decades, Tiger Tunes. This will be a most enjoyable evening. I know you are ready! Becky and I are pleased to join our students, parents, alumni and other friends of Ouachita Baptist University for this great performance.

Tiger Tunes was started by the members of the Ouachita Student Foundation in order to involve others in raising funds for scholarships. The OSF motto, “Students Helping Students,” was the motivation for the program, and it continues to guide the work of the organization today. OSF is certainly a group of difference makers!

Their goal of $100,000 in scholarships will be a great help to dozens of fellow students. For many of us, Tiger Tunes exudes the spirit of our student body. I hope you will enjoy the show and continue to support the work of the Ouachita Student Foundation as they lend a helping hand to Ouachita students this year and for generations to come.

Enjoy Tunes!

Hosts and Hostesses

Alexis Pace
Alison Johnson
Stephanie Batsel
Kiley Wright

Ryan Strebeck
Joseph Hurst
Paul Huenefeld, III
SHOW ORDERS

Thursday

Til The World Ends
Chi Rho Phi
Chi Delta
Millennium Mix
EEE
Tri Chi
Hallelu Ya'll
Kappa Chi
Intermission
Tiger Blast!
Beta Beta
Carry On
Eta Alpha Omega
Campus Ministries
Glorious Day
Freshmen
Now That's What I Call Tunes

Friday

Til The World Ends
Eta Alpha Omega
Freshmen
Millennium Mix
Campus Ministries
Chi Delta
Hallelu Ya'll
Chi Rho Phi
Intermission
Tiger Blast!
Kappa Chi
Carry On
EEE
Beta Beta
Glorious Day
Tri Chi
Now That's What I Call Tunes

Saturday 5:00

Til The World Ends
Tri Chi
Campus Ministries
Millennium Mix
Beta Beta
Kappa Chi
Hallelu Ya'll
Eta Alpha Omega
Intermission
Tiger Blast!
EEE
Carry On
Chi Rho Phi
Freshmen
Glorious Day
Chi Delta
Now That's What I Call Tunes

Saturday 8:30

Til The World Ends
Chi Delta
Kappa Chi
Millennium Mix
Freshmen
Beta Beta
Hallelu Ya'll
EEE
Intermission
Tiger Blast!
Eta Alpha Omega
Carry On
Tri Chi
Chi Rho Phi
Glorious Day
Campus Ministries
Now That's What I Call Tunes

This production will feature lighting and stage effects for visual impact.
CLUBS

Chi Delta

Truck Drivers
Director: Keena Dickey
Asst. Directors: Michelle Waddel and Talia Prince

Beta Beta

Zoo Keepers
Director: Taylor Geurin
Asst. Director: Brandon Briscoe

EEE

Outer Space
Directors: Brittney Reynolds and Stephanie Morse

Campus Ministries

Professors
Director: Laura Sikes
Asst. Director: Ryan James
Oregon Trail
Director: Jessica Scoggins

Chi Rho Phi
Lunch Room Days
Directors: Breanna Holder and Carli Sasser

Real Housewives of Clark County
Director: Hope Phillips
Asst. Directors: MyLisA Speer and Caroline Gill

Kappa Chi Nerds
Director: Chris Sumner
Asst. Directors: Tanner Huffman and Austin King

Eta Alpha Omega
Eta Clock News
Directors: Jeremy Prine and Chase Clay Rackley
The Ouachita Student Foundation began in 1974 with a vision to form an organization that would exemplify the spirit of Ouachita and raise money to provide scholarships for fellow students. Tiger Tunes is an excellent opportunity to unite clubs, alumni and the community toward this goal.

We are excited to share this Tiger Tunes production with you, but we are also excited to share in the celebration of Ouachita’s 125th year. Thank you for attending this year’s performances. Your contributions allow us to support our goal and the future of our fellow classmates. Enjoy the show!

Tiger Tunes Director
Jessica Winston

Assistant Directors
Mary Castleman
Kayla Kagel

Production Director
Joey Licklider

Musical Director
Stephen Gent

OSF Staff Advisors
Rebecca Jones
Tim Harrell
Lauren Land
Joey Licklider
Emily Merryman

Lori Motl
Keisha Pittman
Kayla Statton
Mallory Moddelmog

Support OSF’s Fundraising
• Vote for the People’s Choice in the lobby of Jones Performing Arts Center by placing a donation in your favorite show’s box.

• Saturday: Visit the Silent Auction in the lobby and bid on some of the great items donated.

Proceeds of the Silent Auction and People’s Choice benefit OSF scholarships.
Production Personnel

JPAC CREW

Top: Ethan Day, Reece Franklin, Tyler Herron, Callie Chancey
Bottom: Jeff Sharp, Kegan Houston, Joey Licklider, Marshall Pope, Jose Medina

A special thanks to:

Adam Wheat
Becca Woodall
Gary Gerber
James Taylor
Keldon Henley
Nate Peace
OBU Alumni Office
OBU Campus Activities Office
OBU Theater Department
Robert Hesse
Scott Meador
Tanner Huffman